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1. Introduction
Current progress in severe plastic deformation 

(SPD) methods is directed towards generating met-
al sheets with ultrafine grain and nanostructures 
[1-3]. A fundamental aspect of SPD techniques is 
the consistent preservation of the deformed sam-
ple’s dimensions during the process. [4]. The most 
common methods for sheets are accumulative 
rolling bonding (ARB) [5], Repetitive corruga-
tion and straightening (RCS) [6], and Constrained 

groove pressing(CGP) [7]. in 2002, CGP was ini-
tially planned by Shin et al. [8]. The effective fac-
tors of the CGP technique are friction between the 
groove and sheet, sheet thickness, and geometric 
shape of the dies. The die design is an operation-
al feature that influences the microstructure and 
stress distribution. A new method similar to the 
CGP technique was presented in 2018, which has a 
higher pressing speed than CGP. This new method 
is called Constrained Studded Pressing (CSP) [9]. 

One of the newest methods of severe plastic deformation (SPD) is Constrained studded pressing (CSP) method. A 
limitation of the constrained studded pressing process is the creation of surface cracks on the sheet. One of the most 
important factors affecting surface cracks is residual stress. In the present study, the effect of residual stresses on 
delaying the formation of microcracks on the surface and increasing the amount of applied strain on pure copper 
samples produced by CSP with the use of lubricant was investigated. Therefore, the strain distribution on the copper 
sheet for the first pass was studied using the finite element method (FEM). In addition, the evaluation of mechani-
cal properties, microstructure, and residual stresses of the samples were studied before and after applying the CSP 
method. An optical microscope was used to examine the microstructure of the annealed and deformed copper sheets. 
The average grain size decreased from 35 μm for the annealed sample to 14 μm and 580 nm for the first and tenth 
passes, respectively. Changes in residual stresses also studied by X-ray diffraction. The residual stresses reached from 
+197.5 MPa for the annealed sample to -893.9 MPa in the 10th pass sample To check the mechanical properties, the 
microhardness Vickers test was used. The hardness of the annealed copper sample was 60.87 Vickers, which reached 
85.85 VHN and 115 VHN after the first pass and tenth pass, respectively. Moreover, the hardness inhomogeneity fac-
tor (H.I.F) was used to calculate the uniformity of the Vickers microhardness distribution. Initially, the H.I.F increased 
and then decreased for the first pass, which means that the homogeneous distribution of microhardness increased.
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In the CSP method, because of the die geometry, 
there is no need to rotate the sheet after each pass. 
Therefore, each pass consists of only two pressing 
steps. Existing research has shown that different 
dies with different geometric shapes can be used 
in the groove pressing method. Because of their 
different geometry, each of these dies causes differ-
ent strains in the sheet under intense plastic defor-
mation. Guan and Wang [10] experimentally and 
numerically investigated the parameters of CGP 
using the Taguchi optimization method and DE-
FORM-3D on pure Ni sheets. According to the pat-
terns of peak broadenings, grain refinement occurs, 
which is consistent with the results of Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (TEM) observations. Asgari 
et al. [11] showed that The technique of CGP has 
demonstrated remarkable efficacy in generating 
ultrafine grained pure copper sheets, as evidenced 
by the substantial agreement between experimen-
tal and simulation outputs. Tavajjohi and Honarp-
isheh [12] illustrate that the residual stress on the 
surface is compressive, whereas on the central lay-
ers, the residual stresses are converted into tensile 
residual stress. Nazari et al.   [13] showed that by 
increasing the number of CGP passes, the density 
of dislocations increases, whereas grain size and re-
sidual stresses decrease. Moradpour et al. [14] per-
formed finite element method (FEM) and experi-
mental validation of CGP and new cross routs on 
Al-Mg alloy. On the basis of the finite element sim-
ulation results, compared to the analytical method, 
due to the assumption of pure shear conditions and 
friction values, more strain values were predicted. 
Furthermore, the experimental results showed that 
the new method leads to a more uniform and sig-

nificant change on microstructure of Al-Mg alloy 
compared with the conventional method. There 
are many studies on CGP finite element analysis, 
microstructural evaluation, and mechanical behav-
ior. Nonetheless, the CSP process FEM has not yet 
been presented. Understanding the residual stress 
distribution and microstructural evolution in pure 
copper sheet during CSP is crucial for optimizing 
the forming process and adjusting material proper-
ties for specific applications. Overall, residual stress 
analysis and microstructure evaluation of pure 
copper sheet during CSP is a multifaceted research 
area with implications for enhancing the mechani-
cal properties of materials. By comprehensively un-
derstanding the interplay between residual stress 
distribution, microstructural evolution, and me-
chanical behavior, researchers can advance the de-
velopment of high-performance pure copper sheets 
using an optimized CSP process. In this study, the 
relationship between residual stress, microstruc-
tural evaluation and mechanical behavior of pure 
copper sheets produced by CSP was investigated 
using FEM and experiments.

 
2. Experimental procedure
2.1. CSP process 

A schematic of the CSP dies is shown in Figure 
1. In the first step, the sheet is pressed with a pair 
of symmetrical studded dies. In the non-sloping re-
gion between the two studs, no deformation is ap-
plied, whereas the inclined section of the die is sub-
jected to plane strain and pure shear. In CSP dies, 
the stud angle is 45°. According to the Von Mises 
criterion, the applied shear strain in the deforma-
tion zone is equal to 0.82 [15]. In the next step, 

Fig. 1- CSP die set design: (a) studded dies set, (b) flat dies set.
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pressing is performed using a flat die, in which, 
under constrained conditions, the previously de-
formed region undergoes plastic deformation in 
reverse. If the area was not deformed in the previ-
ous step, it remains unchanged. Pressing with stud-
ded and flat dies creates a homogeneous strain. In 
the CSP method, there is no requirement to rotate 
and move the sample, and only two pressing steps 
are used to change the shape of the sheet. The CSP 
method is faster than the CGP method and applies 
more strain in each pass. It should be noted that 
in this research, calcium-based graphite grease was 
used to reduce the friction between the sheet and 
the dies.

Figure 2. shows samples of copper sheets of a) 
corrugated, b) straightened copper sheet for the 
first pass, and c) straightened copper sheet for the 
tenth pass respectively.

2.2. Materials and methods:
In this study, commercial pure copper metal 

with a purity of 99.9% was used. The samples were 
cut into dimensions of 5 5 cm. To create a homo-
geneous metallurgical structure and relieve stress, 
copper sheets were annealed at 650 °C for 2 h. Cop-
per sheets were pressed using a 60-ton hydraulic 
press at room temperature at a constant speed of 0.1 
mm/s. To reduce the friction of the sheet and metal 
dies, a calcium-based graphite grease lubricant was 
used. To perform the hardness test, the MH4 Koo-
pa machine was used to implement Vickers hard-
ness tests with an accuracy of ±3 HV. A load of 1 kg 
was applied for 10 s at equivalent distances of 1 mm 
from the edge of the sheet with 10 repetitions of 
measurements. An Olympus BH2 light microscope 
was used to observe the microstructural changes in 
the material. Samples with dimensions of 2 x 2 x 

1 mm were cut for metallographic samples. After 
sanding with 200, 500, 800, 1000, 2000, and 2500 
sandpapers, the samples were polished using a pol-
ishing machine at 100 rpm. Then the samples were 
washed with alcohol. For etching, a solution con-
sisting of 4 mL HCL, 2 mL HF, 175 mL distilled 
water, and 20 mL HNO3 was used. X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) was used to analyze the microstructur-
al characteristics and residual stresses of the sam-
ples. For this purpose, the XRD PW1730 machine 
was used to measure grain size and analyze residual 
stresses. The XRD PW1730 uses a copper lamp to 
produce X-ray with a wavelength of 1.54 Å with an 
accuracy of 0.05 in 2θ. X-ray diffractometer anal-
ysis ranges from 10° to 80°, and the peak width at 
half height, and angle 2θ were calculated. Errors 
due to the instrumental effect of Warren’s method 
were also calculated.  

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Finite Element Analysis:

As shown in Figures 3a and 3b, the effective plas-
tic strain distribution in the CSP method is more 
homogeneous (comparison of the corrugation step 
and straightening step of CSP for the first pass). Ac-
cording to the CSP die geometry, the effective strain 
values from the simulations are similar to those in 
the CSP process section. As shown in Figures 3a 
and 3b, in the CSP method, the maximum effective 
strain occurred in the inclined region of the stud 
and was approximately 0.79, and for the straight-
ening step, it was approximately 1.2. According to 
the effective plastic strain results of the CSP meth-
od, the types of deformations for the CGP and SCP 
methods are completely different from each other; 
therefore, in the CGP method, the deformation oc-
curs along the grooves, but in the CSP method, it 

Fig. 2. copper sheets produced by CSP dies: a) corrugated copper sheet, b) straightened copper sheet for 
the first pass and c) straightened copper sheet for the tenth pass 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2- copper sheets produced by CSP dies: a) corrugated copper sheet, b) straightened copper sheet for the first pass and c) 
straightened copper sheet for the tenth pass.
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occurs around the studs [15]. 
 

3.2. Microstructure evaluation
Figure (4-a) shows the optical microscopy im-

age of the annealed copper sample. Figures (4-b) 
and (4-c) show the CSP copper samples for the first 
and tenth passes, respectively. The average grain 
size decreased from 35 μm in the annealed sample 

 

   

Fig. 3. Effective plastic strains distribution for a) corrugation step and b) straightening of CSP  
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Fig. 3- Effective plastic strains distribution for a) corrugation step and b) straightening of CSP.

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Optical micrographs of samples a) as-received, b) first pass and, c) 10 pass of CSP process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4- Optical micrographs of samples a) as-received, b) first pass and, c) 10 pass of CSP process.
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to 14 μm after the first CSP pass. In the 10th pass, 
due to the sharp decrease in grain size, XRD test 
results were used with the applying of Williamson 
Hall method to calculate the grain size. The average 
crystallite size decreases to 580 nm in the 10th pass. 
According to Figure (4-c), considering the increase 
of the applied intense strain in the 10th pass and 
taking into account the fact that, the mechanism of 
grain refinement is based on the effect of large plas-
tic deformation on the microstructure evolution. 
Therefore, the values of the density of dislocations 
in the 10th pass will experience significant changes 
[16]. The CSP technique increases the number of 
existing dislocations compared with the annealed 
sample under intense strain. As the density of dis-
locations increases, the driving force increases. 
Subsequently, the dynamic recovery also increas-
es [17]. Since dynamic recovery is proportional 
to dislocation density, dynamic recovery removes 
dislocations. As a result, by applying more strain 
and increasing the dynamic recovery rate following 
the increase in the density of dislocations, a micro-
structure consisting of low-angle boundaries and 
sub-grains is created. This reduction in the size of 
the crystals and the formation of subgrains causes 
dislocations to migrate from inside the cells to in-
side the cell walls [18-20]. 

3.3. XRD Analysis
Figure (5) illustrates the XRD curves for the an-

nealed sample and the first and tenth passes of the 
CSP process. Compared with the annealed sample, 
in the first pass of the CSP, by applying high strain 
and increasing the strain amounts in the tenth pass, 
the width of the peaks increased. One of the most 
important reasons for the increase in the width of 
the peaks in the XRD patterns is the severe plastic 

deformation and grain refinement [21]. Due to the 
intense severe strain caused by the CSP process, 
the distance between the crystallographic plane 
changes [22]. Due to the fact that more strain can 
be applied to the sample by the CSP technique, the 
slip levels in FCC structures increase. Therefore, 
we can refer to the shear nature of severe plastic 
deformation [23]. The highest XRD intensity was 
obtained from the diffraction of the crystal planes 
(1 1 1), (0 0 2), and (0 2 2). One of the interesting 
points related to the changes in the XRD curves is 
the change in the distance between the plates. This 
change caused the transformation of the maximum 
intensity in the XRD spectrum from (200) to (111).

3.4 Residual stresses
Figure (6) shows the X-ray diffraction intensity 

diagrams in terms of 2θ angle for three samples of 
pure annealed copper and CSPed copper by apply-
ing one and ten passes. The results show a decrease 
in the tensile residual stress values from +197.5 
MPa in the annealed sample to -703.7 MPa in the 
first pass sample. By increasing the number of pass-
es, the compressive residual stress was reduced to 
893.9 MPa in the last pass. In the tenth pass of plas-
tic deformation, compressive residual stresses are 
created. The main cause of residual stress is the het-
erogeneous deformation of the material on macro-
scopic and microscopic scales. Usually, the presence 
of tensile residual stresses near the surface of parts 
exposed to alternating loads reduces the fatigue 
life of these materials. Conversely, the presence of 
compressive residual stresses postpones fatigue 
life by preventing the formation and growth of 
cracks [24]. Compressive residual stresses can also 
improve resistance to wear and corrosion [25]. For 
CSPed sheets, there is a tensile residual stress for 

 
Fig 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of as received, first,  and ten passes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5- X-ray diffraction patterns of as received, first, and ten passes.
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the initial pass, while by increasing the number of 
passes, compressive residual stress is created. These 
compressive residual stresses increase the resis-
tance to crack growth in the production sheets. As 
the residual stress increases and the type of residual 
stress changes to compressive, the diffraction pat-
terns becomes wider [25]. 

3.5. Hardness
Figure 7 displays the Vickers microhardness 

(VHN) eor the CSPed samples. The hardness of the 
annealed copper sheet was 60.87 Vickers, which 
reached 85.85 Vickers after the first pass. The mi-
crohardness value in the final pass reached a max-
imum value of 115 Vickers. the hardness inhomo-
geneity factor (H.I.F) using the following equation 
was used to calculate the uniformity of the Vickers 
microhardness distribution [26]:

  

 

HIF = (√(∑ (Hi  − H̅)2)n
i=1 (n − 1⁄ )) H̅⁄                                                 (7) 

 

          (1)

where  is the number of hardness measurements 
on each pass, is the hardness value at  measure-
ment, and is the mean hardness value. Figure 8 
shows the H.I.F for the CSP samples. As shown, ini-
tially the H.I.F increased for the first pass and then 
decreased (that is, the homogeneous distribution of 
microhardness increased). 

4. Conclusions
In this study, the influence of the CSP process 

on the mechanical properties, microstructure, and 
residual stresses was investigated for copper sheets. 
For this purpose, Vickers microhardness tests, opti-
cal microscopy, and X-ray diffraction patterns were 
used, the results of which are summarized below:

 
Fig. 6. XRD patterns for residual stress (a) as received, (b) first, and (c) final passes  
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Fig. 7.  Distribution of Vickers microhardness along the direction 
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Fig. 6- XRD patterns for residual stress (a) as received, (b) first, and (c) final passes.
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1. Finite element simulation of the CSP 
method showed that with the help of the CSP pro-
cess, strain values of approximately 1.2 can be ap-
plied to the copper sample. 

2. The hardness of the annealed copper sam-
ple was 60.87 Vickers, which reached 85.85 VHN 
and 115 VHN after the first pass and tenth pass, 
respectively. For the final pass, the homogeneous 
distribution of the microhardness increased.

3. The average grain size decreased from 35 
μm in the annealed sample to 14 μm in the first 
pass sample. Finally, in the tenth pass, the average 
grain size decreased to 580 nm. 

4. By applying high strain values, according 
to the geometry of the CSP dies;, the accumulation 

of dislocations increases. Increasing the density of 
dislocations led to a more dynamic recovery.

5. Residual stresses reached from +197.5 
MPa for the annealed sample to 899 MPa in the 
10th pass sample.

6. By increasing the number of passes, the 
residual stress values altered from tensile to com-
pressive which can delay the growth of cracks.

7. Decreasing the grain size causes the 
broadening of the peaks.

8. With increasing effective plastic strain 
values, the distance between the crystal planes has 
also changed. This change shifted the maximum in-
tensity in the XRD spectrum from (200) plane to 
(111).

 
Fig. 8. HIF for the as-annealed sample, first and tenth passes 
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